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By Kona Lowell

AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.3in.The Solid Green Birthday and Other Fables is a humorous, sometimes profound and
occasionally touching collection of very concise stories, and a handful of poems, dealing with
everything from the living hell of graphic design (George Washington Crossing the Delaware) to a
dog with the ability to control time (My Trick Dog) to the ritual inconvenience of parades in small
town Hawaii (The Mayberry of the Pacific). To describe more specifically what The Solid Green
Birthday is about is a little like attempting to describe what life is about. It simply encompasses the
little events and situations that enlarge in our minds, get stuck there, and make us who we are. Its
about seeing humor where it isnt supposed to exist. Its about wonder, joy, hope, pain, loss and total,
overwhelming bewilderment. Lowells economical writing has been described as Richard Brautigan
meets Dave Barry, they have a few drinks, and end up beating the crap out of each other. Whatever
it is, its unique, as titles such as God Has a Very Big Hat, Harold Tall Chiefs Flying Saucer, Elvis
Among the Dolphins, and of course The...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is wonderful. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to study once more once more down the road. I am easily
could get a enjoyment of studying a written book.
-- Moz elle Ha lvor son-- Moz elle Ha lvor son

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels-- Ms. Julie Huels
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